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ABSTRACT - Fast far-infrared multiplex spectroscopy based on a

plasma-scanned Michelson interferometer i s studied. Our experiments

show that the interferometer has sub-millisecond time response and

high spectral resolving power.

In addition to a description of the experimental performance

of the interferometer, we develop and discuss two different methods

of interferogram inversion.

1. INTRODUCTION

We have recently shown * ' that far-infrared spectral

analyses can be.carried out when the phase shift of one beam in

a*Michelson interferometer is produced by the time-dependent

refractive index of a gaseous plasma. .

The method will have general applicability to spectro-

. scopic problems involving short duration, or rapidly varying,

far-infrared spectral emission or absorption. However i t was

developed particularly for the analysis of synchrotron emission

from Tokamak plasmas. Tokamak plasmas are immersed in magnetic

fields typically between 20 kG and 100 kG so the fundamental

cyclotron emission frequency i s in the 60 to 300 GHz range and

i t s harmonics extend into the submillimetre wavelength region. \
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The total power loss from this emission is of the order of

1 kW in the present generation of Tokamaks but, as they are

increased in size and their temperature is increased towards

the thermonuclear regime synchrotron emission loss may exceed

100 kW.

Plasma synchrotron emission is not only important for

energy balance considerations; its measurement can give diagnostic

(2)information ' about electron temperatures, densities and magnetic

fields, and the presence and behaviour in the plasma of non-thermal

electrons. For these studies high spectral resolution is desirable

and, to cope with the widest range of dynamic plasma conditions,

short spectral scan times are also desirable. The plasma-scanned

interferometer combines reasonable resolution with submillisecond

scan times.

Because the plasma attenuates the radiation passing
m

through it the problem of interferogram analysis is different

from that used with moving mirror interferometers; more general

interferogram inversion techniques are called, for. We have

developed methods based on plasma dispersion relations and

monitored electron density and collision frequency behaviour,

and we have tested these methods in the inversion of interferograms

gerierated by the interferometer with monochromatic input radiation

at wavelengths of 311 pin, 337 pm and 2.44 mm. We discuss these

methods in the present paper, together with observations of the

experimental performance and limitations of the plasma-scanned

interferometer.



2. THEORY OF OPERATION

\

The Michelson interferometer, illustrated in Pig. 1,

divides the incoming radiation into two equal beams which after

reflections from fixed mirrors M^ and M2 combine and travel to

the detector. By virtue of the phase shift produced by the time

dependent electron density (n) in one arm the output is an

interference pattern. It is called the interferogram and it is

denoted I(n). It is determined as follows :

First consider a wave of the form e"^ incident normally

on a plasma slab of thickness •* backed by a perfectly reflecting

mirror. After multiple bouncing the electric field of the wave

re-emerging at the interface is

E(X)e-iwt r - (1 - r2)e 1 - re

Here ft = y + iK is the complex refractive index of the plasma

—IE is the air-vacuum reflection coefficient, A the free-
1 + u

space *wavelength and w the angular frequency.

If the arms of the interferometer are of the same length

the combined electric field will be of the form

E(X)e
- * ) -i27Td

- 1 + re - (l-x2)e l-fe

The interferogram intensity for a distribution of wavelengths is

then ' • \
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E2(X)
i(B-l)2ird

1-re A + <l-r*)e 1-re dX

The parameters p and r depend on the plasma electron

density n and on A. If the reflectivity is low so that only the

first beam reflected from the mirror is of significant strength,

the interferogram intensity becomes

E2(X) 1 + (1 - f2)e dX

rE2(X)
•-K

1 + (1 - • e

The complex refractive index of the plasma is given by (3)

it = u + iK s / 1 - w 2/w2 + i , where w_ =p ne

e and m being the electron charge and mass, w is the radiation

frequency and v the collision frequency. To first order in u - 1

and K we can write 1 - r * 1, and by substitution then obtain

\

Strictly, for low reflectivity the upper limit of these integrals

should be some finite value belov* c jp, where wp is the plasma
. • • ' . • " • • > .• ' ' " • . • - • ' P " • ' ' • " ' • • . • . - • • • ' . '

frequency. As we shall see in section 5 collisional damping

restricts the upper wavelengths to well below this value.
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V*:
1 + e

iw 2Xd

dX

• fe

E*{\)

vw
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vw
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*X^

2e
8*2c3

cos
"p

2*d

4irc'
(1)

3. INTERFEROGRAM INVERSION •

3.1 General Procedure

The interferogram I(n) is a measured quantity, as are dr

v and the plasma frequency w . To derive the unknown spectrum
2

E {X) from these observables we proceed with the integration by

first noting that for high densities (which for convenience we

shall denote n •»• ~) the exponential attenuation term reduces to

zero. Thus

dX

The two remaining integrals in (1) thus give I(n) - I<n -

Thetir evaluation is discussed in detail in Appendix 1. There we

approximate the spectrum E (x) by E. (x) * T a sin mx and this
: ' " • [ ' ' '' " ' " " - I

enables us to express the corresponding approximate intensity

difference in the form

.M".
,(n)

,i i;
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where Jm(n) is a calculable integral. We digitize the inter-

ferogram I(n) and minimise the square of the differences between

I(n) - l(n •* ») and IA(n) - IA(n "*" °°) over the range of N

digitized experimental density points; this procedure enables us

to determine the free parameters a^, ... aM, and hence the

spectrum. ---...

It should be noted that the first integral in equation (1)

can be determined from the intensity at zero density as well as

at densities so high that the radiation is substantially attenuated,

In the limit n + o w e have

In the general case, when V and the maximum value of n are not

sufficiently large to eliminate the shortest wavelength radiation

the above procedure applies with -j I (n •*• o) replacing I (n •*• °°).

3.2 Fourier Transform Approach

The form of equation (1) is such that we can recover

information about the input spectrum E (X) by a suitably defined

Fourier transformation of I{n). Note however that in contrast to

conventional Fourier transform spectroscopy, it is a Fourier

transform in wavelength rather than frequency, the origin of this
• • • , ' • • • • : - ' " ' • . ' • . • , . o

difference lying in the inverse proportionality to « of the-—

change in refractive index, viz. Ap *
• ' •'• •' ' '/..!:; • • • • ; . : " ' - . } •;'.'•••• . V : .

Let us write equation (1) in the form
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Kn)
'

E2(A)dA 2A(r\,\) cos 2irnA} , . U*)

where n = — 5 % n' an<* t n e c o n s t a n t term in the integrand has

Sir c e m

been ignored (this simply shifts the baseline of the interferogram

and can be subtracted off). For convenience in using Fourier

transforms we allow n to range from -00 to ® and define for n < 0

Kn) = I(|n|> .

d(n,A) is the attenuation of a radiation beam of wavelength A

passing through the plasma when the density is as specified by n

(the collision frequency is assumed to be an implicit function of

n). ' According to equation (1)

A (n#A) = e ' ' ,

where

However the following analysis is not confined to this particular

form of A (n,A).

Consider now the (minus i-) Fourier transform of I(u),

Although a complex transform is employed, since I(n) is by

definition an even function, in effect a (real) cosine transform

is being used. The complex form is used because many theorems

relating to Fourier transforms are most conveniently and generally

expressed in this form. See Bracewell
• •

on transforms. ~

* ' for general information
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e-2,rinA I ( n ) d n

and examine how I(A) relates to E (X).

(a) Single frequency input

Take an infinitesimal wavelength range XQ to AQ + dX,

For this range of input wavelengths the interferogram is

= E2(Ao)dX

Fourier transformation of this gives

rXQ) } , (2)

where 4 (A,A ) is the Fourier transform of

denotes convolution, viz.

and the symbol *

F(x) * G(x) = F(x-t) 6(t)dt

If >l{n/X) is of the form e"a%
X 'n'f and the collision

frequency v is independent of n (i.e. constant), equation (2)

becomes

I(A) = E*(Ao)dX
aX

where

(2irx)2

is the so-called Lorentzian lineshape function.
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Thus we see that a narrow band of input radiation would

be interpreted as a *.orentzian line correctly located at A = AQ,

an image line at A = -A , and a Lorentzian at A = 0. The widths

(full-width at half-maximum intensity) at A = ± A are aAQ /IT.

while that at A = 0 iS/2a>.Q
2A. In frequency these widths are v/ir

and 2v/ir respectively. Provide.d then that the wave frequency is

somewhat larger than the collision frequency so that the Lorontzian

at zero wavelength is well-separated from the Lorentzian centred

at A , we can obtain the true spectrum by ignoring the spurious

zero-wavelength and image features. •

The Loren-tzian at A = AQ represents the "impulse response"

or in the terminology of conventional Fourier transform spectroscopy,

the "scanning function" of the instrument. The width of the

scanning function and hence the resolution of the interferometer

is determined by the maximum path difference employed. In a

conventional interferometer, this is simply related to the mechanical

displacement of one of the interferometer mirrors. With the plasma-

scanned interferometer, while the path difference change can in

principle be as great as the length of the plasma, in practice it

is limited to much smaller values by plasma attenuation of the

radiation beam. This matter is discussed in section 5.

When the function 4(n,A) does not have the form e"aA 'n';

the output spectrum I(A) still has the general character discussed

above. In the interferogram it is the cosine term which carries

information about the iradiation wavelength, and A can be regarded

as a "windowing function" whose transform is the scanning function

of the interferometer. ^ :
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For.example, if the collisional damping of the plasma

is insufficient to fully attenuate the input radiation'at the

highest electron density achieved, the interferogram is

effectively truncated at some maximum value of x\, say rlmax*

-aX2lnl
The function A is then the product of e }n| with a rectangular

window which is zero for |nj > n_ax. The scanning function becomes

the convolution of the transforms of these two windows, that is

the convolution of a Lorentzian with a sine function.

The sine function is well-known as the basic scanning

function of a conventional Fourier transform spectrometer. Its

large negative swings and ripples at the sides of the central

maximum are a great disadvantage in the" interpretation of spectra.

The process of "apodization" is normally employed to give a more

desirable scanning function at the expense of resolution

Apodization can also be employed in the Fourier transform analysis

of the plasma scanned interferometer where the interferogram is

truncated, the function A being modified to incorporate the

apodization process* Note that, unlike conventional Fourier

transform spectroseppy, the scanning function has a shape which

varie$ with input wavelength, being the convolution of a Lorentzian

of width aXQ /IT with "the transforin of the apodizing or truncating

window. '%t isi.nteresting that only shprt wavelengths are

significantly affected by apodizat:i;6h^truncatipn, longer wave-

lengths being attenuated mp a severely by the plasma.

(b) B r p ^

the sum of

a comb of clbse-sp̂ p;ed̂ 4©i:t̂ '-£turicti'ows*;" The output spectrum from
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the Fourier transform analysis is then the sum of the corresponding

impulse responses, viz. (ignoring the spurious features)

KA) = A{A-\,\) .

For the output spectrum to reproduce the input spectrum, several

conditions must be satisfied. Clearly it is necessary for the

resolution of the spectrometer to be less than the width of any

features in the input spectrum. In this case we can write

I(A) * E2{A)

since E (X) will be essentially constant over that range of X for

which the magnitude of the scanning function A is significant.

Assuming also that the resolving power is sufficiently high that

the shape of the scanning function does not change appreciably

when its centre is lisplaced by an amount of the order of the

resolution interval, we have

I(A)

Nowtit is a property of Fourier transforms that

A(A-X,A)dX « A<n»0,A)

—CO

1 ,

since there is no attenuation when the plasma density is sero.
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Thus provided the resolution is adequate, the wanted feature of
2

the output spectrum ^(A) approximates the input E (X).

The spurious features in the output spectrum, in so far

as they can be clearly distinguished from the wanted feature, can

be ignored. However, it is possible that the feature centred on

zero wavelength, which is a sum of contributions from all points

in the input spectrum may overlap the short wavelength end of the

wanted feature. Whether overlap occurs depends in detail on the

input spectrum and the collision frequency. While it is possible

to derive a definite criterion for a given input spectrum, it

suffices here to show that a typical Tokamak radiation spectrum

having a frequency range of over 10:1 can be reproduced without

significant overlap problems (see section 5.2}.

•fy-

4. DESCRIPTION OP THE INTERFEROMETER

The plasma-scanned Michelson interferometer that we

used to establish the feasibility of the principle described in

section 3 is illustrated in Fig. 1. Input radiation is divided

by a mylar beamsplitter between two ants each of length 50 cm.

There is hydrogen at a pressure of 15 mtorr in one arm and this

is ionized periodically by the discharge of a 1 yF capacitor

charged to 20 kV. The diameter of the plasma vessel is large

(22 cm) in order that, over an aperture of many centimeters, the

electron density is relatively uniform. After the discharge of

the capacitor the electron density decays through the density

range 2.5 x 10 to 2.5 x 10 m in approximately 1 msec.

With the density zero the two arms are adjusted to have equal

lengths. When the plasma is formed the effective length of the
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plasma arm decreases (the wave phase velocity increases) to

give an interference pattern when mixed with the fixed-phase

beam. The output interferogram is detected with a cooled InSb

detector and displayed on an oscilloscope.

We have experimented with the performance of the

interferometer by using input radiation generated by a hydrogen

cyanide laser and a klystron. A seven-fold wavelength range is

covered by the three wavelengths 311 ym, 337 pro and 2.4 mm and,

at a time when we had no ready access to a high field Tokamak

source, provided a reasonable test.

Figure 2 is an interferogram generated as the plasma

decays; it shows beats between the 311 ym and 337 ym lines and

the .emergence through the plasma of the 2.44 mm line as the

density drops and the attenuation decreases. We have published

a 311 ymr 337 ym interference pattern previously' •

By phase measurements from.single frequency interferograms

(e.g. at 337 ym and 2.44 mm) we can, knowing the frequency,

accurately measure the average electron density of the plasma

along the propagation path, and from the attenuation envelope we

can then determine the collision frequency v. From what we have

indicated in section 2 the phase change due to the plasma is given

by A$

Here

wave,

w f n
c [Tnl and exponential attenuation factor by «p- — d.

w-eom
where w is the angular frequency of the monitor

and we have assumed n « On this basis we have

\ carefully measured the density decay rate characteristic of the

plasma, and the collision frequency. The collisionfrequoacy is

typically about 2 x 10 sec" and, as we see from equation (1) in

4
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section 2 the exponential attenuation reduces the intensity by

a factor of about ten when -"- «x» 0.1. Collisions thu« ensure that

the necessary condition n << n_ is maintained, while at the same

time limiting the effective path change ^—- d and the spectral

resolving power of the interferometer.

Because we had only one laser and one klystron we were

obliged in testing this instrument to rely on the reproducibility

of the plasma. We used judiciously chosen previous density decay ti

curves and collision frequencies to invert the two and three

wavelength interferograms. While this technique enabled us to

establish the principle we envisage continuous monitoring of

density with a calibration beam in our future studies. In the

case when we use 337 vim and 2.44 mm input radiation they are so

separated that we can in fact determine the density decay curve

from the two wavelength interferograra, and we can test our :

mathematical procedures by using this true 'self calibration1 data.

5. ANALYSES OF RADIATION SPECTRA

In this section we show spectra derived from interferograms

inverted by the procedures of both section 3.1 and 3.2,

5.1 Resolution of Laser and Klystron Lines

Figures 3(a) and 3<c) show spectra derived by the method

of section 3.1 and Figs. 3(b) and 3{d) show the sane two spectre

derived by the method of section 3,2. The widely separated lines

of 3 (a) arid 3(b) are derived from a self calibration density while

those resolving the 311 u» and 337 )m lines ift 3(c) and 3(4) are

based on a previous density determination. Because the densities
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are slightly in error in 3(c) and (d) the positions of the lines

are a little displaced but the separation is correct. These

spectra clearly show the resolution capabilities of the instrument.

Spectra 3 (a) and 3(d> do not show the feature near zero

wavelength that we mentioned in section 3.2 because we have plotted

our curves only down to a wavelength of 0.2 mm. A re-plot of 3{d)

extended right down to zero wavelength is given in Fig. 4(a). It

shows the large zero wavelength feature and an oscillatory decrease

as the wavelength increases due to a component of sine function

line shape associated with the truncation of the interferogram at

the peak density. This, as well as the sine function oscillations

about the 311 vm and 337 urn lines, contrasts with the Lorentz line

shape at 2.44 mm of the heavily attenuated klystron signal. By the

technique of apodization we have almost entirely removed these

oscillations from the computed spectrum. While this has

necessarily degraded the resolution it has been {as we see from

Fig. 4(b)) sufficient to easily resolve the two lines.

in Fig. 4{c) we show the results of an inversion by the

method of section 3.1 of the 311 pm and 337 ym lines. The

positions of the two major peaks are correctly located but the

shape" of the density-time curve is sufficiently different from

that used in Fig. 3(c) to produce larger secondary maxima. We

have found enhanced oscillatory behaviour like'this to be

characteristic of incorrect density-time curves. In Fig. 4(d)

we show the short wavelength line of 3(b)* oil an expanded scale

and extended closer to rero wavelength. Again the sine function

oscillations associated with the *ero-wavelength feature are

visible.
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5.2 Simulation Studies of Broad-Band Radiation

We can simulate the performance of the plasma-scanned

interferometer with a radiation spectrum similar to that emitted

from a Tokamak. Taking a broad cyclotron harmonic emission

spectrum from a Tokamak measured by Costley (copied in

Fig. 5(a)), and a density-time curve for our scanning plasma,

we have generated an interferogram on a computer. After

digitizing this interferogram and inverting it we obtain the

spectra plotted in 5(b) and 5<c). Figure 5(a) is obtained by

the method of section 3.2 and it reproduces the spectrum quite

well. This plot excludes the greater part of the zero-wavelength

feature which occurs at the high end of the frequency plot.

Spectrum 5(c), which is obtained by the method of section 3.1,

reproduces a fair approximation to the spectrum over a frequency

range of about four to one. It would seem that with this latter

technique a radiation filter may be needed to restrict the range

of frequencies admitted to the instrument.

It appears at this stage that the Fourier transform

method is better able to cope with broad spectra. The inversion

method of section 3.1 is rather complicated mathematically and

this makes it difficult to see the origins of maladies exhibited

in computed spectra. It has, however, handled the inversion of

delta function spectra well despite the necessary Gibbs' type

behaviour that must arise from the truncation of the sine series

expansion of (4) (this is, of course, additional to the Gibbs1

phenomenon associated with truncation of the interferogram).

Like the interferdimeter itself* the methods of interferograa
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inversion are new and we feel therefore that a final judgement

of their relative merits and deficiencies can be made only after

extended experimentation with the interferometer. In this

connection we are planning to apply the instrument to the

measurement of Tokamak emission during 1976.

6. OTHER PROPERTIES OF THE INSTRUMENT

6.1 Noise

The InSb photoconductor is a square-law detector in

which radiation from the fixed arm of the Michelson is mixed

with radiation of varying phase from the plasma arm. We can

express this phase variation as a frequency shift of the

radiation from the plasma arm in order to determine the highest

frequency required for the post-detector amplifier. The maximum

rate of path change through the plasma is j— -3 , where ^ is

the maximum time rate of change of plasma electron density and the

dcorresponding angular frequency is ft « ^ j ~ IgSj. if we consider

input radiation at 300 GHz and take as the maximum rate of change

of electron density 4 x 10 m sec"*^ the frequency S- is 100 kHz

This can be thought of as •*• Doppler frequency shift due to an

effective mirror velocity of about 100 m sec-1 Taking the noise

equivalent power of the detector to be 5 x 10"11 W Hz""**, the

detector noise in our instrument would be 1.5 x 19 W.

Although it is not a simple matter to compare our syst

with a mechanical moving mirror system, we see here that the

fringing rates are up to 100 times faster than those used by

Cost ley' '. Detector noise should then be about a factor of 10
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greater in our instrument.

In addition*-to detector noise there will be a noise

contribution from Bremsstrahlung emitted by the plasma in the

interferometer. We estimated the temperature T of this plasma

to be about 2500 K from a measured value of 2 x 10 sec""

for the collision frequency by using equation (6.14) reference 3

under the assumption that electron-hydrogen ion collisions

dominate the momentum transfer. The rms power fluctuations

» ̂  then estimated from equation (4.61) reference 3. We found
m

this noise to be some orders-of-magnitude below detector noise.

6.2 Spectral and Time Resolution

For frequencies whose interferogram envelope is fully

determined by attenuation (frequencies below 450 GHz for the

20 —3maximum density 2.5 x 10 m we had in these experiments) the

theoretical resolution will be - « 6 GHz, and the lineshape
R

Lorentzian. For frequencies above 450 GHz, where the lineshape

starts to acquire sine function ripples due to interferogram

truncation the resolution width will be larger. In practice we

found resolution widths of 3 GHz at 120 GHz and 30 GHz at 890 GHz.

The effective mirror displacement is about 3 cm and it

occurs in a time Of about 1 m sec as the electron density decays
20 —3 18 —1 '

from 2,5 x 10 m to below 10 m . In this time a spectrum

ranging from 900 GHz to about 100 GHz can be analysed. For a

lesser frequency range a reduced density sweep is necessary and

the spectral scan can be faster, e.g. the resolution of the 31X \xm

and 337 urn lines Required 400 ysec.

f
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6.3 Effects of Density Inhomogeneities and Errors
in the Collision Frequency

We have not yet experimented with different plasma

geometries and preparation techniques aimed at optimising plasma

homogeneity and reproducibility. The plasma we have used was,

however, understood to some extent from our previous vrork when

it was enclosed within the Fabry-Perot resonator of a hydrogen

cyanide laser for the purpose of pulse modulating the laser * ,

and where resonator stability required a relatively uniform

radial density profile. Using 2.4 mm wavelengths interferometry

with propagation both along the axis of the vessel and transversely

across the vessel we measured electron"densities which were

consistent with a radial density profile of the form

n(r) « n 1 - 0.7 —
I r.

where rQ is the vessel radius, 11 cm. The maximum useful value

of the density n Q on axis is, as we indicated in section 4# limited

by attenuation to nQ % 0.1 n c when v * 2 x 10
1 0 sec*"1.

• As the radial position r increases the phase velocity

decreases and the wavefrbnt becomes curved. We have calculated

the ray trajectories through this divergent system and we have

found that the extreme ray entering the interferometer parallel

to the axis and leaving at the maximum radius r * 3 cm of the

exit aperture the phase shift (and mean electron density along

the path) can differ from that of an axial ray by no wore than

3% to 4%. When averaged over-the entire aperture the mean
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electron depsity error due to the radial profile will be much

less than 4% and the, corresponding frequency error much less

than 2%, that is, much less than the resolution widths of 8 GHz

at 120 GHz and 30 GHz at 890 GHz given in section 6.2.

. As for amplitude reduction associated with wave front

curvature, this would be included with collisional damping and

incorporated in an effective collision frequency. The effective

collision frequency determines, as we have shown in section 3.2,

the spectral resolution width of the spectrometer. In the case
m

of the Fourier transform inversion it does not affect the amplitude

of the spectrum derived from the interferogram. This follows

from our argument in section 3.2(b) where the scanning function

{which alone contains v) is involved in the inversion as an

integral over all wavelengths and this is unity for any form of

the scanning function.

In the case of the inversion method of section 3.1

computations have* shown that frequencies of spectral features

are not altered by errors in the collision frequency but the

relative amplitudes are. For example, if in the spectral

computations involving the 337 ym and 2.44"mm lines discussed in

section 5 we replace the collision frequency 2 x 10 sec" by

10 1 0 sec""1 the 337 um peak is altered in height by only 2% but

the more heavily attenuated line at 2.44 mm is changed by 40%.

This method then requires a reasonably accurate measurement of

v.
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6.4 Concluding Remarks

The principal advantage of the plasma-scanned

interferometer is its time resolution capability coupled with

relatively high spectral resolving power. Except for a

modification associated with the different attenuations of

different frequencies there is simultaneous observation of a

large frequency band and hence a degree of multiplex advantage.

The e"tendue is, however, somewhat less than that in

mechanically scanned interferometers. For a given aperture

the etendue varies as the solid angle of acceptance and hence

as the square of the length of the interferometer arms. Our

plasma-scanned interferometer has arms about five times as long

as those in a vibrating mirror system.
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I ^-iV , APPENDIX 1

• • * ' , . ' • • . - ; •

I- j The two integrals in equation (1) section 3.1 can be

truncated at long wavelengths foi the exponential damping removes
,-i r, " - .. t 2 3

I I . ; ; radiation with wavelengths greater than X % =— . If it is
S - '• * v .'••'' , in u x ^ j

c , ' '\.'i, • vw d

-i-'v--'."^/:'"- desirable we can set a still smaller value of X,^ J* by using a

I ,, . filter to remove long wavelength radiation. For the lower

| ' wavelength limit of the integral it will be useful to assume some

arbitrary minimum wavelength X . , which we can reduce to .'.ero2
when necessary. We suppose, then, that E (X) is negligible for X
outside the range X . < X < X .

so

•

that

Write

x =
7T(X -

Amax ~

Xmin}

\nin

X -

where

Xmax " Amin

Defining
vt0

and

2 • • • .
and redefining E (X) we can write
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I (n) - I(n •+<») =

it
" Amin)min)

TT

+ 2e"a(x + xo ) cos g (x +

-2a(x +

xQ) dx .

O'

We approximate E (x) by

2 M
E» tx) = y a_ sin mx, 0 4 x 4 ir
A m=l m

(4)

and thereby approximate I(n> - I(n •+•'«») by

IA(n) - I,(n * «) = IA A m=l IT

tr
e-2a(x+xo)

fir 2

-a(x+x to' {sin {nv+g)x +
o

sin{ (m-3) x - Bxl dx (5)

With the Kelp of integral tables we can evaluate these integrals

a s f o l l o w s i ,"•••• ',• ' • "..•'. • . . • . ' • - • ; ;" ''' '•• .'

sin(bx +: c)dx

a
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Ira

TT+X,
i{c-bxQ)

d y

Im
i(c-bxo)

- b ' /4a2

2a {erf (air + ax . - l
2aV

- erf(axQ - f |

cos(c-bxo)Im{erf axQ - | | ) -er f

{ erf (air + axQ - |§J -e r f

(see 7.4.32 ref. 8)

The error function of the complex number S + it can be expressed

in: the form {see 7.1;29 ref. 8).

Im erf(S - it) - - im{S + it)

'-,&
I

(6)

• •- a s - -%'j

r&'ZM.

..« V "K

= -1 - e'

4 •

• ' • ' " ' 2

(1 - cos 2St) . ftc, r e
— ______ + VS I —= sr
""•••;• b n = l n 2 + 4 S ^

(7)
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which enables us to evaluate (6).

S2

In this evaluation we* can approximate (erf S - l)e by
O O j| C

- (aĵ t + a2t + a3t + a4t + a5t ) where aj,, ... a5 and t are

given in 7.1.26 reference 8. Furthermore, we need only extend

the summations over a small range of n, as we can see by noting

that for nt > 8, sinh nt £ cosh nt % ^ e n t, and

e-»2/4 sinh nt * e""^ 4 cosh nt % f .** . ."TO>-2tJ*

The largest terms are those with n % 2t and we rieed only include

about 16 terms centred at this value of n for beyond them
2

(n - 2t) <: 64 and the contributions decrease by factors exceeding

e16.

If we set ^min to zero so that x = c = 0 , the expressions
(3) and (7) simplify considerably, and the computational steps

involved in evaluating the integrals of (5) are very much reduced.

In some cases this simplification may be desirable, but in others

it may be known that E (A) = 0 below some minimum wavelength (e.g.

such an upper frequency limit is set by the response characteristic

of free-carrier indium antimonide photoconductive detectors). In

the latter case the additional effort in evaluating the integrals

is tp some extent compensated by the reduction in the number of

terms necessary in (4) to cover the reduced wavelength range at a

given level of mathematical resolution.

Consider again equation (5) approximating the difference

\ in the intensity at an electron density n and that at n very high*

We can write .
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M
IA(n) - I. {n •> «>) . J a j ( n ) ,

m=l m m
(8)

where Jm(n) is - times the calculable integrals in (5) .

When the experimental interferogram I(n) is digitized we have a

set of N experimental points and we can find the values of the

free parameters a-̂ , ... a which minimise the function

N
..*) - Kn.) - IA(n

The conditions for a minimum are the M simultaneous

equations

N ,) - IA(n -> «») j
= 0

m = 1, ... M. Using (B) these equations become

M

P 3

or# in matrix notation

(n..)

J a * b (10)

w h e r e ^

and J m ( n j }
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We havre determined the coefficients in the sine expansion

(4) by inverting the'-matrix J using the method of pivotal
(9) "*

elimination . The values of b are derived from the N points
measured from the experimental interferogram.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
/ «

Fig. 1 Diagram of the plasma-scanned Michelson interferometer.

After breakdown of the hydrogen gas, the decaying

electron density changes the effective optical path

length to mirror MU,. The resulting output interference

signal can then be analysed to yield the spectrum of the

input radiation.

Fig. 2 Interferogram produced as the electron density decays

with time for input radiation consisting of lines at

311 ym, 33? ym and 2.44 mm. The first 90 ysec shows

pick-up from the plasma preparation bank. After 90 ysec

"beats'* between the 311 ym and 337 ym laser lines arise

and, after 200 usec, the 2.44 ran line emerges together

with the laser lines. As the density falls the plasma

attenuation decreases and we see the wave amplitudes

increase.

Fig. 3 (a) Spectrum composed of lines at 337 um and 2.44 mm

derived by the method of section 3.1. The density

calibration is derived from the interferogram itself.

(b) As (a), except that the interferogram inversion

method of section 3.2 is used.

(c) Resolution of the 311 ym and 337 y» lines derived

by the method of section 3.1, and <d) is that derived by

the »ethod of section 3.2. The electron densities were

derived from a previous calibration and are a little in

error as can be seen frc» the displacement of the line
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position. Clear resolution with the correct separation

is obtained.'

Fig. 4 (a) Spectrum of the resolved 311 pm and 337 ym lines

•as in Fig. 3 but showing the zero-frequency feature

discussed in section 3.2. '-• .. ..

(b) As (a) but apodized with a triangular window function.

(c) Resolution of the 311 um and 337 pm lines with a

different density-time curve from that used in Fig. 3

(and in 4(a) and (b)}» The density was obtained in a

previous measurement. It shows lines correctly separated

and located but enhanced secondary maxima due to a

variation in the plasma reproducibility.

(d) An expansion of the 337 yrn liiife\ shown in 3 (b). As

the wavelength is taken closer towari5§ zero we see ripples

arise associated with the zero-wavelength feature discussed

in 3.2.

Fig. 5 (a) Copy of a broad cyclotron emission spectrum obtained

from a tokamak plasma (4).

(b) Reproduction of (a) after a simulated experiment with

the plasma-scanned interferometer,, interferog^ram inversion

beingr done by the method of 3.2. \ :-\

(c) As Ab)\, except that interferogram inversion uses

the method of 3.1. ; V

-•W.

•1
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